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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

UxrrED STATEs TARIFF CoMMIssION,
Wagington, January 11, 1921.

The Committee on Finance of the United States Sema~e:
I have the honor to transmit herewith, in accordance with your

request, a summary of and the cost chapter from the Tariff Commis-
sion's report on the wool-growing industry.

Very respectfully, THOMAS WALKER PAGE,
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SUMMARY AND CHAPTER ON COST OF PRODUCTION FROM
REPORT OF UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION ON THE
WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY.

The war period was one of important change in woolgrowing, as
in many other industries. This report deals with the development
during the war years, but it also contains the elementary facts neces-
sary to understand the industry in its economic relations. It deals
with the problems of domestic woolgrowers, and with the funda-
mental tendencies in the industry at home and abroad. Domestic
production costs of at least suggestive value are included, and some
foreign cost figures also are presented. This report may be regarded
as a continuation of the study of the industry made by the Tariff
Board in 1911, the results of which were published in 1912 as "The
Report on Schedule K." This volume deals, however, only with the
raw material and not with the manufactures of wool.

CURRENT SITUATION.

The end of'the war found large stocks of wool in the world,
especially in Australasia. South America. and South Africa. There
was an iii.nediate fall in price of domestic wools, the result of can-
cellation of Government orders which had monopolized the mills.
However, with the exception of medium and low wools, prices had
returned to approximately the November, 1918, level by June of
1919. Then an extremely active demand for fine goods, one of the
remarkable economic facts of the period, sent the price of merino
wools to new high levels. On the other hand, after midsummer of
1919, the price of medium wools at first sagged slowly, that of low
wools, more rapidly. On the whole, it may be said that the clip of
the United States was marketed to good advantage in 1919, and
marked changes in demand became noticeable only in the fall, after
the wool was mainly in the dealers' hands.

A pronounced slackening in demand for medium wools then oc-
curred, attended by decreases in price, and it soon appeared that low
wools were difficult to dispose of at all. Accurate knowledge con-
cerning the large stocks of wool in existence, information which had
previously been lacking, was one of the chief factors in depressing
the world market' for medium and low wools during the latter part
of 1919. At the same time, heavy imports of such wools, a part of
which represented speculative purchases, continued during the late
fall of 1919 and the winter of 1919-20. This, in addition to some
other factors, soon to be mentioned, but which did not yet have very
great effect, added to the stock of such fiber already on hand in the
United States and further checked the demand for it in this country.
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6 'rl' W'uL GROWING INDUSTRY.

By the time buyers of the 1920 range clip began operating north of
central Arizona, the market for wools below half blood was virtually
dead. Few of the buyers would take the trouble even to inspect
three-eighths blood and lower clips. However, they were competing
quite sharply for half blood and finer wools.

Then the domestic market for all wools, whether fine, medium, or
coarse, collapsed. Range buying stopped very suddenly, and growers
who had refused 60 cents or more for fine clips could rarely consign
their wool and get an advance on it of half that much. The growers,
dealers, and bankers conferred with the Federal Reserve Board on
Juno 21-22 to ascertain whether some way could be found to finance
the wool in order to hold it until a normal market, reckoned on at an
early date, could be restored. It was decided at this conference to
t and meet the situation by the use of bankers' or trade acceptances.

however, the western banks and their correspondents had already
used up practically all their rediscount privileges with the reserve
banks. As the real value of the wool was with difficulty ascertain-
able, the only safe advance which could be made was that which pre-
vailed in the trade. No more money could be secured by the new, and
to the grower, cumbersome use of acceptances than by the familiar
consignment method; therefore, acceptances were little used. The
bulk of the wool which moved from range points was shipped on
consignment, either to wool dealers or to wool commission houses.
In the farming States the growers pooled an unprecedented amount
of wool and either consigned it to commission firms or held it at
country points. On September 30 it was estimated that probably
175,000,000 pounds out of the clip of approximately 240,000,000
pounds was still in the hands of the growers. The entire summer
and fall, therefore, has been a period of waiting and uncertainty on
the part both of growers and of the wool trad3 in general.

The steady decline in the market for medium and low wools, as
already suggested, was the result chiefly of the world "surplus" of
those grades. The situation with reference to the sudden collapse of
the market for all wools was only in part the result of this surplus.
There were several additional factors, all of which were more or less
closely related. They were (1), the so-called consumers' strike, i. e.,
the refusal of the public to continue paying the high prices de-
manded for clothing, which led to (2) cancellation of orders placed
with the mills; (3) an insistence on stricter limitation of credit to
nonessential industries, and particularly to speculative holders of
commodities, which reacted disastrously on the wool trade and led
to more cancellations. This in turn further affected the wool trade
by causing (4) a part-time ,schedule or total stoppage of the mills;
(5) the word "' surplus" of wool.

The consumers' strike, which was appreciably felt by a few mer-
chants in the middle of 1919, became more evident by the following
winter, and resulted in cancellations reaching the mills earlier and
in much larger volume in the early summer of 1920' than the sea-
sonal cancellations customary under normal conditions. Cancella-
tions from Japanese customers, soon followed by similar action on
the part of continental and American buyers, were reacting unfavor-
ably on British mills almost as soon as the domestic cancellations be-
gan affecting our own.
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THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY. 7

The policy of the Federal Reserve Board as to credit curtailment
was not directed against essential industries, and yet for several
reasons the wool trade was unfavorably affected. Unable to secure
money with which to buy the 1920 clip, the dealers could only take it
on consignment at very low advances, and even these were made
primarily in order to take care of their old customers on the range.
Because of these low advances cancellations increased because buy-
ers of cloth saw a chance to reorder from the mills at lower prices
later on.

During this time the consumers' strike was spreading. By the mid-
dle of June it was estimated that 50 per cent of the orders previously
placed with the mills had been canceled. That this estimate was ap-
proximately correct is shown by the failure of the mills to consume
more than three-fifths as much wool per month after July 1 as was
averaged during the preceding 12 months, despite some new orders
and some renewal of former orders. Only the carpet mills have been
operating at anything like full time. The rest have been runningpart time or not at all For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, the
consumption was 749,600,000 pounds of grease wool or grease equiv-
alent, i. e., 62,500,000 pounds per month. From June 30 to date the
monthly consumption has averaged approximately 38,000,000 pounds.

The world "surplus" of wool has been an important factor in the
wool situation of the past season. The world stocks on hand as of
September 1, 1920, which are reckoned in the trade as "surplus" at
the time when active shearing of the clip for 1920-21 began south of
the equator-amounted to approximately 1,250,000,000 pounds. This
included the reported total stocks of Australian wools in the hands
of the British Government on July 1 (revised to the probable stock
as of September 1), and the reported stocks on hand in South Amer-
ica and South Africa. The probable average monthly sales by the
British Government from July 1 to December 1, 1920, was 100,000
bales of 330 pounds; and there was a monthly movement from
South America and South Africa of approximately as much.1 The
surplus of old wools on hand December 1, therefore, amounted to
approximately 1,050,000,000 pounds. However, the 1920-21 Austra-
lian clip is estimated to be 20 per cent (400,000 bales) short, i. e.
1,600,000 bales instead of the 2,000,000 in the 1919-20 clip. Quite
aside from the fact that the 1920-21 clip has less length and a higher
shrinkage in scouring than normal, and contains an unusual percent-
age of tender wool, all the result of the recent drought and all lower-
ing the desirability and the value of the wool, the shortage in the
Australian clip reduces the real surplus to about 917,000,000 pounds.
This amounts to a normal Australasian clip, and represents about nine
months normal prewar net annual imports of wool into the European
countries south of Scandinavia and Russia and west of Turkey.
Probably two-thirds of this surplus consists of wools below half
blood, as graded in the United States, i. e., are the qualities which the
above countries u.qually inwort most heavily.

As a matter of fact, in view of the need for woolen clothing in
central Europe, the above amount is not really a surplus, rather it
leaves a deficit. Moreover, a large part would represent only aI I Shipments of new Australasian wools bought by foreign buyers at 1920 Australasian
auctions neglected. as offsetting possible error In estimated movement from South Africaand South America.



THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY.

normal carry-over with the new clip beginning to move rapidly from
antipodean countries. However, the exchange situation and the re-
fusal of wool-holding nations to sell to central European countries on
long credit 2 bring it about that these "surplus" stocks now on hand,
outside of the United States, are too large a quantity for the vool
markets of the world to absorb for some time. If recent develop-
ments in contemplated credits to central Europe by foreign capital
bear fruit, they may be absorbed with relative rapidity, but this as
yet is not much more than a possibility. At the present time the
clip of the Southern Hemisphere for 1920-21, practically 1,450,000,000
pounds, has largely been shorn.

TAIII.: 1.--.Wo/d surplus of old wool, Dec. 1, 1920 (approximate),

(Exclusive of the United States.)

Australasian wool i Atistralasi. greatt Britaii, alloat, and at Pounds.
foreign ports, owned by British Governiment Sept. 1, 1920----- 893, 000, 000

Stocks In Argentina- _ _ _ _ ... ... ...... ...... ... ......... .- , (10 , 000
Stocks in Uru --ay------------------------ :30 . 00
Stocks in South Afrlca------------------------------- --- 49,0(M) 000

Total ----------------------------------------- 1,247,000, 000
Shipments froin other than %ustraasia at 33,000,000

pounds per month, 3 months ----------------- 99, 000, 000
Sales of British-owned wools at same rate --------- 99, 000,000

- 198,000, o00
Surphis of old wools on Dee. 1 ----------------------- 1,049,000,000

Shortage In new Australian clip --------------------------- 132,000,00

Real surplus, Dec. ------------------------------- 917, 000,000

In the United States the stock of wool on hand on December 1
amounted to 646,666,000 pounds, consisting of wool in the grease and
its equivalent in pulled and scoured fiber and in tops and noils. This
amount included .521,000.000 pounds reported on hand September 30,
as well as 175,000.000 pounds estimated at country points, 11,666,000
pounds of wool pulled in October and Novenber (grease equivalent)
and imports during October and November of 17,000,000 pounds,
with the deduction of 78.000,000 pounds for October and November
consumption. The stock on December 1 is about 20 per cent above
the prewar normal for that time of year, when usually not more than
a year's supply is in the hands of dealers and mills. A year's supply,
or the annual consumption, averaged 517,322.000 poumlls in the con-
dition reported. or the equivalent, about 535.000.000 pounds in the
grease, during the five years ending July 1, 1914. The stock on hand
on December 1. therefore. As by no means alarming in itself and
varies little from that of a year ago. But there has been a marked
decrease in the rate of consumption; the mills from July 1 to De-
cember I were only using three-fifths as much wool per month as
during the 12 preceding months. In view of that fact, and also
considering that there may be an appreciable interval before the
mills accelerate present consumption, any surplus at all is disquietin..

The range woolgrowers can not yet dispose of their wool. Their
sheep values have diminished by 50 per cent, thus reducing their

2 Advlees of Jan. 7, 1921. Indicate that wools have been sold to Poland by the British
Government on a credit extending over 10 years. This way Indicate that similar sales
and credits to othr central European 'nations may occur In the near future.
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THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY.

assets. They need further loans to carry them through the winter,
but they are heavily in debt after the trying season just closed, and
their assets are already pledged to the limit as security for their
present debts. The drought of 1919, followed by a hard winter
and a late, cold spring, caused high feed costs another operating
expenses. There were severe sheep losses during the winter, a 11 lit
lamb crop and heavy lamb losses during the spring. The wool clip
was rather light and very little was sold-virtually none north of
central Arizona. Expectations of high prices for the lamb crop
were not realized in part, at least, because of heavy and unexpected
imports of frozen lamb aid mutton I from Australasia and South
America. The severity of the biow resulting from failure to get
money for the wool shorn, which is normally counted on to pay ex-
penses of the previous winter and spring, was increased by the
shrinkage in the money receipts expected for the sale of lambs.
The sheepmen have generally been unable to liquidate old indebted-
ness for newer loans placed after their wool money failed, because
the receipts from lamb sales have gone largely to pay operating ex-
penses up to December 1. I many cases the western banks can
not safely make further loans, but without l)urchase of feed many
of the sheepmen can not hope to bring their flocks through the
winter even if the season be exceedingly mild. The result of this
condition is likely to be serious and far reaching.

Table 2 shows the decline in wool prices since the market broke
last May. This table presents the data as fully as it can be pro-
cured for fairly comparable grades at the present time.

Many of the New Zealand and American figures are merely nomi-
nal quotations. It is especially significant in that the decline in
prices of Argentine wools is sc closely paralleled 1  the percent-
age of decline for comparable American grades. The Argentine
growers have cut prices freely to dispose of their surplus, and have
forced down domestic prices at the same rate. The fact that the
British Government, by far the largest owner of similar wools, has
refused to meet the world price on medium and low wools, has held
up the price of New Zealand and Australian crossbreds. Fine
wools were so highly priced last spring that a large per cent of (e-
line was to be expected with the subsequent curtailment of mill (le-

mand.

TABr. 2.-Decline in irices of wool, May to Jan uair, 1921-Seoured basis, sea-
board market, United States.

Three-eighths blood. Quarter blood. Iow.

On or about-
Aret newNf New NowZel1d Argentine.,Ne Argentine.' ei

gneZeal Argentine. Zealand. 4  Zealand.8

,entfs. Cents. Cent*. Cent,. rents. t .
May 6........................ 7-0 7,-5 50-52 5-40 35--;0 30.45
Aug. 26 ...................... 45-M) 71-75 30-35 35-45 25-30 20-45
Oct. 7 ........................ .35-45 WO-lO 2.5-30 30-40 20 25 2.0-30
Nov. $ ...................... 28- 450 20-2 30-40 16-18 2-30
Dee. 16 ....................... 29-30 4.-r 20-22 39-40 16-18 2040
Pere.ntage of decline 63 40 60 37 F; 32

' B. A. 3% N. Z. 5s. Ii. A. 4s. &N. Z46s. t. A. 5s. 6 N. Z. 3640s.
'"p to Dec. 2 Imports since April had nisouted to 95,00d000 pounds, and about half

of the total imports since April are still for fitifu disposal.

'I-b



THE WOOL-GUO0'ING OINPUSTBY.

Tau 2.-Decline in prices of ttoil,I J(Qy J oary, 1921, etc.--Continued.

OR , Threeghths Quarter Low, ter-

rro0, Jb ,t tor,.
On o'r about-- r-tfto rhitM Unite n States.

Australian. 1:7 lte jn , lt2. VStteS taes
0ts tates. StattS.

MayS. - $2.2042.40 120a o5 2 0I. 125 1.00- -,05 S.50-.65
Au. 6... . ..... L.70 1.^ 1:ib *0- .95 .65- .70 .25- .30
Oct, 7 1.0-1.20 1.....70 . 80 ..%-1.60 Is12.25
Nov. 4..... . ... 100-1.05 1, 0- I.0 0 .78 .50W- .55 .18- .22
Dec 6 ...-........... ..... 1.00- 1.05 , , 52- .60 ,40- .45 .13- .18
Percenltage ofdecllne. 55 5$ 63 59 71

IAtis. O &s . illaoests ie. ( ombing.

WOOL CONTROL: DLINV0 TXIE WAIl.

The importance of wool for miilitiry vSUes led to a large amount of
governmental regulation of the iomditry QuIring the war.' Measures
of control were taken by Great I ritain 5 on after the beginning of
hostilities. The requisition of gods for the army raised the question
of the price to be paid for such po0ls.' When the British Govern-
ment set aboat ascertaining costs &-f )roduction in the woolen indus-
try it encountered difficulty owingto the otinually rising price of
the raw material, and this led toJ xitg tW price of wool. Then the
purchase of the hone out put of w ol aid th e control of imports and
exports led naturally to the purchwe of tl A.ustralasian clip.

The British. Government did nxt exe rcle control over the South
African 'wool clip, but the sheep iidlstry of tlat country was con-
sidertbly a Iected by the Imperi: al control over the Australasian
product. South America, also, wich w 5 the principal open wool
market during the war, was affected ILht b y the British and by the
American regulations, and later IMy FosV ar developments in the
wool trade. 71e steps taken by theAori&14i and the British Govern-
ments had a. far-reaching influence on the wool situation throughout
the wcrld. The BritisEU wool otrcol o1 the war period and the
months folloving strongly influenr!ed the aecunmlation of stocks of
wool ii the orld at the close of tost-ilitie. The control exercised
by the United States Government h: ad 4 close relation to British con-
trol and also Was an appreciable forctfr it the accumulation of sur-
plus stocks of wool.

The entire output of frozen muttea find h4mb available for export
from Australnsia was also taken otvet by the British Government.
Inability to ship the frozen; meats au f*st as they were produced re-
sulted in the accumulation of a lairg kti stralasian surplus, which
now is affecting American meat pn'ice tbrugh the shipment of a
part of it to this country.

Some benefit has pro abl resulte.'d forN io overnmental control of
wool in the dissemination of knowleadkr about grades and the prepa-
ration of wool for the market. For xapNle, the Central Wool Com-
mittee, vhich administered the Imperial pwrhase in Australia, pub-
lished a list of about 850 types and g-raJes of 'wool, which is the most
complete catalogue ever compiled. An tiouth Africa the interest in



Prewar. 1920 Prewar. 1920

United Kingdom ............. 120 100 Russia ....................... 380 200
United States ................. 288 300 South Africa .................. 156 172
Canada ....................... 11 15 Australia ..................... 570 62
Argentina ................... 264 330 New Zealand ................. 200 210
Urugua . .............. 143 150 Other countries ............... 400 360
Central Europe.............. 70 30 MIscellaneous ................. 50 60
Mediterranean Europe ........ 90 70
France ........................ 75 60 Total ................... 2,817 2,58

THE TREND TOWARD CROSSBRED SHEEP.

Prior to the war there was a slow but steady gain in the produc-
tion of crossbred wools relative to fine wools, resulting from increas-
ing reliance on crossbred sheep instead of on merinos in areas where
mainly fine-wool sheep had formerly been kept. The change in
Australia had been progressing slowly but steadily for many years,
but it was accelerated by the demand for wools of medium and lower
grades for military use. Slightly over one-third of the Australian
clip is now composed of such wools. In New Zealand this movement
had already progressed practically as far as it could go. In South
Africa the country is best adapted to fine-wool sheep, and changes
there have been in the direction chiefly of improved merino types.
In Argentina, as other live stock and crop production has displaced
sheep in the more favorable northern districts, virtually nothing but
crossbreds have survived. They often have displaced merinos in less
favorable and more distant sections, and they have largely displaced
the fine wools in the southern Provinces save in areas where the en-
vironment has strongly favored merinos. The same is true, though
to a somewhat less extent, in Uruguay. In Europe, except in a few
areas, fine-wool sheep have been of negligible importance for many
years.

'As published in the Bulletin of the National Association of Wool Manufacturers, the
London Times Trade Supplement, and Bulletin Imperial Institute, modified slightly for
1920 in the light of latest advices.
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sheep and wool caused by high prices was followed by an attempt to
improve the marketing methods. Purchase of the domestic clip by
the United States Government was accompanied by a careful grading
of it. In many cases the grower was furnished with a list of the
grades he produced, the shrinkage, and the price. This was of con-
siderable educational value.

THE WORLD WOOL CLIP.

Th; high price of wool during the war tended to increase the
output, but other factors, such as the devastation in Europe, the high
price of meats, and the Australian drought, prevented any perma-
nent increase in the world's clip. In fact, the 1920 clip is somewhat
below that of the years just preceding the war. The following tabu-
lation shows in millions of pounds the comparative world produc-
tion.'

TABLE 3.-World wool production.

[In millions of pounds.)



THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY.

In the United States, outside of the Southwest and Texas, and
scattered areas on the northern ranges, in spite of a pronounced
preference for fine-wool bucks during very recent years, tile tendency
for a considerable period has been strongly toward crossbreedingr.
The recent increased use of merino (largely Rambouilet) rams was
deemed necessary because of a too general loss of characteristics over-
look6d for a time, but desirable in range sheep and procurable only
with a strong merino foundation. The bulk.of the sheep on north-
ern ranges continue to be crossbreds, but with more merino blood.
In the farining States-east of the Rocky Mountains-nerinos have
been almost completely eliminated from the flocks, except in the old
fine-wool section of the upper Ohio Valley and a few other areas
which are no longer of much importance. The Ohio area has been
considerably restricted since 1910.

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES IN TIE INDUSTRY.

Fundamental changes, affected only slightly by war conditions.
have been taking place in all countries. The general, though not
universal, trend has been an approach toward the apparent maximum
sheep-carrying capacity of the land. This does not mean that many
countries have not the territory for more sheep, but that, considered
in relation to other industries, sheep raising is reaching a static con-
dition.

The big estates in the older sections of Australia are steadily
being broken up by taxation and land purchase laws. Many small
clips have often taken the place of one large clip, and the result
has frequently been a deterioration in the quality and preparation
of the wool. Some expansion of the industry has taken l)lace in the
"outback" country, but that development has been slow bez'ause of
poor transportation facilities. Future growth of sheep raising in
Australia will be to a considerable extent in the forn of smaller
flocks, as a part of diversified farm or ranch operations. It is not
expected that the flocks of Australia will again soon reach the
number (106,421,068) they had attained in 1891 according to the
Tariff Board's report published in 1912. The sheep industry also
has probably reached nearly its maximum growth in New Zealand,
and the raid growth of dairying during Fate years probably will
prevent further increase if it'does not cause a decrease in number
of sheep in the future.

Sheep raising is on the decline in the )opulous northern IProvinces
of Argentina. tut there is still some room for expansion of the in-
dustry to the south and w~st. The check of immigration into the
country during the war retarded the growth of agriculture some-
what and favored the sheep industry. The Uruguayan census of
1916 reported a decrease in the number of sheep in that country.
The clip of all the other South American countries remains small.
though there has been a large increase in extreme southern Chile,
largely the result of an influx of shepherds from the Faulkland
Islands. Much improvement has been made in the grade of wool
grown in South Africa during the past few years. Purebred stock
has been imported from Australia, and the Union Government has
carried out educational measures which have resulted in better sheep
husbandry.

1 12



Dairy herds have been increasing of late in Great Britain while
the number of sheep has decreased. There was a considerable reduc-
tion in the flocks of continental Furope during the iar, the losses
being set at 7 500,000 by the . i rican agricultural commission
which visited the belligerent c, ez.tries in 1918. Wool* growing in
Spain increased during the war, while the industry has ben losing
ground in the Scandinavian countries. The number of sheep in
Canada increased considerably during the war but in 1920 was only
about as large as in 1871.

THE INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES.

The wool clip of the United States has averaged about 300,000,000
pounds a year for the last 35 years. While the clip has varied only
it little, the location of the industry - in this country has shifted con-
stantly westward, until now two-thirds of the wool is grown in the
Rocky Mountain and Coast States. Ohio is the cuny State east of
the Rocky Mountains which continues to be important in wool pro-
duction. 'The northern range States, aside from areas where the char-
acter of the country is such that fine wools must be kept, concentrate
on cro.sbreds for market-lamb production, and some progress has
been made toward the fixing of a dual purpose, crossbred type of
sheep. In this region mutton and lamb are usually somewhat more
important than wool in the flock receipts. iocally-as in the Idaho
section-they are much more important than wool.

In Texas and a large part of New Mexico, fine wools are kept with
principal emphasis on wool production, but in parts of New Mexico
and most of Arizona good market lamb3 and desirable feeder lambs
are bred from dams of Rambouillet type. Where feeder lambs are
grown, wool usually is slightly more important than mutton in flock
receipts. but when crossbred market lambs are produced the ratio is
reversed. East of the lRockies lamb production from the Down
breeds or their grades prevails virtually to the exclusion of fine
wools, outside of the Ohio region, and mutton and lamb sales are
about twice as important as sales of wool. The only exception of
much moment is in the Ohio region, where wool has been of somewhat
greater importance than sheep and lambs in flock receipts. Sheep
raising has never been of much importance in the South, except in theportions of Kentucky, Tennessee. and the Virginias, referred to in this
report as the "earl-lamb" region. where theproduction of early
market lambs has been found quite profitable. Recent gains in num-
ber of sheep east of the Rocky Mountains were entirely the result of
high wool'prices and other favorable factors, but these gains appear
to have been lost as a result of the unprofitable season of 1920.

THE ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION OF DELAINE SHEEP IN OHIO.

The keeping of Delaine sheep in the Ohio region, with wool pro-
dction as the chief aim of the shepherd, has been severely criticized
in the past. There are parts of the Ohio region, however, Where dairy
farmingl is not practicable, and where the topography is such that
beef cattle can not make maximum use of the large areas which must
be kept in pasture to prevent destructive erosion. Resistance of De:
lane sheep to parasite infection, their ability to grow heavy fleeces and

THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY. 13



THE WOOL-GROWING INDUSTRY.

produce good lamb crops on pasture and roughage with much less
grain than mutton breeds or crossbreds, and to produce more wool and
in the long run as much or more mutton to the acre, has enabled the
Delaines to hold their own against mutton breeds. The methods of
flock management in this region are changing, however. Wethers are
kept in much smaller numbers than formerly, and the shepherds are
depending more and more on lambs for their profits, particularly when
able to fatten them for sale at about year of age.

THE LAND QUESTION IN THE FAR WEST.

One of the chief problems confronting the range sheepmen prior to
1920 was the land question. Immigration and agricultural settlement
have greatly restricted the area of public range and caused serious de-
terioration in carrying capacity, through overstocking. The creation
and extension of national forests, later opened to sheep, have helped
the industry, particularly by regulation and protection of the summer
grazing areas, but in order to stay in the business the sheepmen have
had to make heavy investments in range land, particularly to protect
their spring and fall range. Also where available winter range was
lacking sheepmen have often been forced to make large purchases
of farm land in order to raise winter feed. However, inability to
protect owned or leased land, because of the necessity for leaving inter-
spersed public lands open to all comers, has been a serious detriment to
the industry, and continued settlement has caused serious overgrazing
and management difficulties. Special bills providing for addition to
various National Forests of certain lands adjacent thereto, lands with
some forest but no agricultural value, but necessary for the per-
manence of the industry, have helped solve the range problem in cer-
tain areas and doubtless will be of greater use in the future, but
probably they will prove only a partial solution.

With the application of the stock-raising homestead act after the
close of the war the land problem ltecame acute, due to the rapid disap-
pearance of spring range in critical areas. Sheepmen believe that in
the long run this act will work to the benefit of the industry through
sale of these homesteads to the stockmen able to survive, but this will
be at the expense of many operators unable to stand the pressure,
particularly of the smaller outfits. This solution, moreover will
not affect large areas which are unsuitable for settlement and pri-
marily fit only for winter range, but which are now entirely un-
controlled and often seriously damaged by overgrazing.

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING.

Resulting to a considerable extent from the land problem is that
of organization and financing. With the range steadily curtailed,
the total number of sheep run on it had to be cut down, often to
below the most efficient size of outfit, which appears to be about
5,000 head. At the same time the size of the bands had to be con-
siderably reduced, and usually more herders had to be used per band.
Restriction of the range also necessitated expensive winter feeding
in most areas north of the Southwest, and generally required ex-
pensive equipment in areas where it was possible to specialize in
early lamb production. In the Southwest, where the land question
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in general has often been less pressing, expensive improvements had
to K made in the form of wells and reservoirs. The steadily rising
investment charges, operating expenses, and sheep values, although
paralleled by rises in lamb and wool prices, have been by no means
an unmixed blessing. The effect of heavy and unpreventable losses
resulting from adverse seasons has been greatly accentuated, with
a climax reached in 1920.

WOOL MARKETING IN THE UNITED STATES.

Owing to the wide ran e in grade, shrinkage, and character, the
marketing of wool lacks the normally stabilizing influence of future
trading, and being also subject to foreign competition, partakes of
a decidedly speculative nature. The growers have lacked accurate
information as to the market and the value of their clips, while they
have been selling to buyers who are fully informed as to values,
market conditions and probable trend, and the desirability of local
and regional wools. For these reasons the growers have been at
a decided disadvantage when negotiating with the buyers in the
marketing of their product. Wool marketing, therefore, has been
a contentious problem for many decades. Owing largely to inade-
quate knowledge, the growers have usually sold their wools at
range points (or contracted them before shearing) in the years when
the buyers were most anxious to secure" the fiber and were competing
strongly for it, but have had to ship it on consignment in the years
when a declining market was most probable.

All persons in the wool trade, whatever their connection, agree that
the growers should sell their wools either at the shearing shed year
after year, or consign it (year after year) in order to get the best
price for their product. During comparatively recent years a small
percentage of the sheepmen has been doing the latter, but as a whole
they have not been willing to assume the risks of market fluctuations
or the cost of carrying their wool until called for by the mills. Those
who have sold on consignment continuously have profited by the
spread between prices at shearing shed and market center-a spread
which explains why the dealers have remained in the business. In
the fleece-wool States the growers are handicapped by the small size
of individual clips, frequently also by the very scattered nature of
the production, and until very recent years few have sold coopera-
tively and to the best advantage. Shepherds of both range and
fleece States have aimed in selling to make a quick turnover with a
minimum of effort on their own part. Recent developments in the
way of pooling county or State clips appear to have taught a valuable
lesson to growers of the fleece States.

SHEEP A" LAMB MARKETING.

The marketing of sheep and lambs, aside from the complication
arising from competition with imported frozen carcasses during the
past season, presents a problem which involves a reduction of the
autumn glut as far as practicable, elimination or marked diminution
of the flood of mediocre to cull lambs which reach the markets from
the fleece States during the fall months, and if practicable a stimula-
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tion of consumption. The autwnn glut can never be entirely re-
moved, but it can be considerably relieved. Where local conditions
make it practicable, sheepmen on the ranges can aid in this (1) by an
earlier marketing of lambs from areas where the producers now tend
to overstay the market and ship a month or more later than really
is necessary; (2) an extension of winter lambing on farm land in
parts of the Southwest and shipping the lambs during the period of
lowest receipts; (3) more general ado tion of shed lambing by north-
ern sheepmen and earlier readiness For market; (4) more complete
use of local farm refuse to facilitate holding back at range points a
larger percentage of thin lambs until the marketing crest has been
passed; and (5) shipment, so far as possible. of feeder lambs direct
from range points to the feed yards-a practice which probably will
increase in any case with the recent large rise in freight rates. No
one of these, with the possible exception of the last, can be carried
very far or in itself accomplish a great deal, but in the aggregate
they would accomplish an appreciable improvement. Shepherds of
the farm States can help in reducing the fall glut (1) by adoption
of minor changes in flock management necessary to produce more
lambs to be marketed before midsummer, and (2) by holding at
farm points until December or January the lambs too'thin for ad-
vantageous shipment earlier in the fall.

The latter is inextricably bound up with elimination of the flood
of mediocre and cull native lambs which depresses the market each
year from the latter part of August until about the middle of Novem-
ber. Failure to dock all lambs, and to castrate the males, has been
a costly oversight and demands immediate correction. It is
undoubtedly the most valuable improvement which can be made and
will do much to increase quality during the fall glut. It is im-
probable that early or midsummer marketing of enough lambs will
occur to cut down the normal midsummer price premium. How-

ever, a perceptible switch of autumn receipts to midsummer or
earlier, and elimination of the market breaking flood of mediocre
natives, will do much to stabilize prices.

COST OF PRODUCTION.

This report presents the results of cost of production studies in
the range States, the Ohio region, and some cost figures for South
Africa and Argentina. In this connection it must be noted that
conditions under which the wool was grown were abnormal,
especially in the United States, and the readjustment from war con-
ditions has been pronounced during recent months. The data for
the United States have a strong suggestive value with reference to
the rise in costs since 1910, indicating the wide range in costs between
different areas for different years. The Ohio data have a similar
value when contrasted with range costs and profits and with
estimated costs and profits under general farming conditions in the
Middle West. The foreign costs are based on data too limited to
be conclusive, but they are illustrative of general conditions. The
facts ascertained indicate that the competitive positions of the main
producing countries have remained practically unchanged during the
past 10 years.

I
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TARIFF HISTORY.

There were various duties on wool and woolens in the tariff acts
before 1861, but the modern system of duties really begins in 1867
at the time of the division of wool into three classes, "clothing,"
"combing," and "carpet wool." Provision was then made for
levying different rates on the different classes, and for doubling the
duty on washed wool of Class I and for trebling it on scoured wool
of all three classes. The rates which were imposed in 1867 were
kept in force until 1883, with the exception of a short period under
the act of 1872, when the rates were reduced by 10 per cent. In
1883 the duty was reduced slightly, and the compensatory duty on
manufactures was rearranged on the assumption that only 31 pounds
of wool were used in making a pound of cloth, instead of four pounds
as under the act of 1867. In 1890 the rates were restored to what
was practically the scale of 1867, although in this year the duties on
carpet wools were made ad valorem and the trebled duty on scoured
wool of that class was dropped. Some alterations were made in "
succeeding tariff acts, but with the exception of the period of free
wool from 1894 to 1897, the rates of 1890, which were substantially
those adopted in 1867, remained in force until 1913. There has been
a great deal of controversy over the actual effect of the duties, and
alsd over the results of their removal in 1894.

THE COMPENSATORY SYSTEM.

The adjustment of the compensatory duties has been one of the
controversial points. Another important question has been the com-
} arative effects of the duties on the different branches of wool manu-
acture. A duty levied on the grease pound has naturally discriminated

in favor of the light-shrinking wools. To the extent that the worsted
manufacturer used more of these wools than the woolen manufac-
turer lie was given a competitive advantage. Ad valorem duties
have been discussed at various times, being favored by some as
eliminating the discrimination which has just been mentioned, and
being opposed by others on the ground that no adequate system of
compensatory duties could be framed with an ad valorem duty on
raw wool as its basis. Whether the imported carpet wools came
into competition with domestic products, and if so, to what extent,
has been another moot question. The history of these controversies
is given in this report.

The Tariff Board in 1911 came to a definite conclusion on some of
these points. They showed in a report on Schedule K that the "4
to 1" ratio of compensation was more than adequate, and that some
additional protection was thereby granted to wool manufacturers.
The board also pointed out that there was no longer any good reason
for distinguishing between Class I and Class II wools, cause im-
provements in combing machinery now make it possible to use much
shorter staple wools than formerly in the manufacture of worsteds.
They favored levying the wool duty on the basis of the scoured con-
tent, and maintained that this would be superior to any ad valorem
method or to any method of specific duties levied on grease wool at
rates varying with the estimated shrinkage. The board also reached

28050--21--2
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the conclusion that imported carpet wools were competitive with
domestic wools only to a very limited degree.

CLASSIFICATION AND BASIS FOR DUTY.

The Tariff Board after an extensive investigation found that the
average shrinkage of imported wool was less than 66* per cent in
scouring, this shrinkage being the basis on which the treble duty was
assessed on scoured wools. The average shrinkage of wools im-
ported from Australia and South America was about 48 per cent,
while the average for domestic wools was between 55 and 60 per cent.

The Tariff Commission does not take issue with the Tariff Board
on any of these findings, but rather in the light of its own investiga-
tions reaffirms the wisdom of all of them.

The distinction between Class I and Class II wools seems particu-
larly unnecessary. The amount of wool of Class II now imported
is comparatively small. Improvements in machinery are constantly
bringing about a greater interchangeability in the 'use of different
kinds of wool and the case seems clear for doing away with the dis-
tinction, Furthermore, no matter which branch of the industry is
more adversely affected by discrimination against the heavy shrink-
ing wools, conditions will be equalized by imposition of the duty
upon the scoured content. This would do away not only with dis-
crimination between heavy-shrinking and light-shrinking wools, but
also with the discrimination against scoured wool which resulted
from the triple duty on it. This has been cited as discriminttiofl
against the woolen branch of the manufacturing industry, which
bought more wool in the scoured condition than did the worsted
branch.

The Tariff Board objected to ad valorem duty, not only because of
the difficulty of administering it, but also because when prices in-
crease and protection is less needed, the ad valorem duty rises, while
a specific duty when prices are high becomes in effect a lower duty.
When prices fall the converse of this proposition applies. In this
way the ad valorem duty on wool gives the domestic wool grower
less protection when he needs more, and vice versa. Some manufac-
turers have, however, opposed this reasoning on the ground that the
situation is entirely to the wool grower's interest, while from the
manufacturer's point of view, an ad valorem duty would tend to
equalize conditions for them in competition with foreign manufac-
turers. Inasmuch as their criticism is directed against the duty on
wool, their reasoning seems illogical, as the compensation duty is
intended solely to offset their higher costs for raw material. A duty
on the scoured content of imported wools could only raise domestic
wool prices by the amount of the duty, and a proper compensatory
levy on importations of manufactures of wool is all that is necessary
to offset this, irrespective of the rise or fall of world prices for wool.

To make a specific duty on the scoured content absolutely fair,
cognizance should be taken of the different values of wool. One
rate on all wool suitable for making wearing apparel, and another
rate on what were formerly Class II wools would do much toward
this result. However, within the limits of each class there would
still be variations in value. If it were desired to take cognizance
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of this, instead of assessing different rates according to the declared
value of the wool, it wouldseem better to establish certain standards
for fine, medium, and coarse wools, with a different specific duty for
each on the scoured basis.

Although it would be possible to establish equivalents for many
grades, it would be very difficult to make a classification which would
cover all possible cases, because of the almost infinite variations in
wool fiber. The dividing lines, however between coarse and medium,
and between medium and fine are so clear that not much difficulty
would be experienced in establishing them.5 Some inequality in such
a system would arise from the fact that wool just above the dividing
line between-classes would be discriminated against as compared with
wool just below it. Thus, under the formerlaw carpet wool worth
12J cents on which the duty was 7 cents a pound was discriminated
against, as compared with carpet wool worth 14 cents on which the
duty was only 4 cents a pound. In practice such discrimination
would be of small moment. That a large number of grades would
not be necessary is shown by the fact that the domestic price per
scoured pound from 1909-1915 did not differ widely for different

rades, rarely indeed over 15 per cent. This was nct greatly changed
uring the recent years of high prices until 1919, when fine wools

were in much greater demand than wool of lower grades. The sur-
plus world supply of the lower grades then widened considerably
the spread in price. The rather wide difference now existing can be
only temporary, though the spread between fine and lower grades
may remiin wider for a few years than it was prior to 1916. It
hardly seems expedient that a simple, easily collected, specific duty
per scoured pound should be complicated by variations in rate on
numerous commercial grades. It would not be feasible to classify
carpet wool according to spinning counts, and the adoption of a
single specific rate on a scoured basis would cause less inequality
than the reestablishment of different rates on different "value-
classes" such as obtained under the law of 1909. Aside from classi-
fication, if a duty is levied on wool it should be on the basis of the
scoured content.

The Bureau of Markets has already established tentative standards.
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COST OF PRODUCTIoN IN THE SHOEP INDUSTRY-RANGE STATES OF THE
UNITED STATES.

SUMMARY.

The data presented in this chapter are the results of a cost in-
vestigation in the sheep industry, conducted by the Tariff Commis-
sion for the past three years. Reports were received for 9 flocks
containing a total of 699,627 sheep in 1918; 46 flocks containing
334,298 sheep in 1919, and 38 flocks representing 385,478 head in
1920.

In addition to this information cost figures are shown for 1910,
which were compiled from the report of the Tariff Board on Schedule
K, published in 1912.

The results of the investigation are briefly summarized in the
following table:

SUMM.ARY TA I..-lrerlge reeiptY, tQts, and profits for range ,Statcs: 1910,
1918, 1919, and 1920.

1910 1918 1919 1929

Number ofsheepin flocksreported .................... 3,151,731 699,627 334,298 385j478
Pounds of wool per head .............................. 6.58 7.981 8.42 8.10

RECEIPTS. $2.44 $8.79 $9.68 (1)
Total per head ......................................... ; 24 87 96 1
For wool per pound .................................... .16 .54 .53
For mutton and lambs (per head of sheep in the flock).: 1.39 4.46 5.25 (1)

EXPENSES.
2

Total per head:I
Excluding interest .............................................. 6.64 6.84 t6.79
Including interests ................................. 2.43 7.94 8.54 8.41

Allotted to wool, per pound:4
Excluding interest ................................. .37 .36
Including Interest' ................................. .45 .45 (

Allotted to mutton and lambs 4 (per head of sheep in I
the flock):

Excluding Interest ........................... 3.05 3,83 ()
Including interest s ................................. 1.39 4.33 4.74

Per head: PROFITS2 

(

Excluding interest ........................................... 2.14 20142
InEhling Interest ......................... .. .012 .85 1.14

Per -pound-ofwol:.
Excluding interest .................................
Including interest S ................ 4 ................

Mutton and lambs (per head of sheep in the flock):
Excluding interest .................................
Including interest ' ................................. .0059

.17

.09

.80.13

.17

.08

1.42
.50

Receipts for 1920 are not available because only a small portion of the wool was sold by the end of the
year. Therefore, no distribution of expense to wool and mutton nor any calculation of profits are possible
fur 1920.

2 "Expenses" include a small item for decreases in inventory for the range States as a whole.
I Including interest at 6 per cent on total Investment.
I Expen'os for wool (or mutton and lambs) are composed, first, of a share of the Joint expenses allocated

to the product according to the ratio of wool receipts to mutton and lamb receipts for all range States, and
second, the direct expenses, such as shearing, chargeable entirely to a single prcduct.

5 Profits calculated with interest excluded from cost are greater than the true Income: and profits calcu-
lated with interest included in cost are less than the true income, because of the factor of interest en loans
which has not been considered here.
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From this table it is seen that the cost of running sheep in 1918,
1919, and 1920 was $6.64, $6.84, and 6.79, respectively, excluding
interest from cost. Including interest at 6 per cent on the total in-
vestment, the figures were $7.94, $8.54, and $8.40. These latter figures
compare with $2.43, expense per head in 1910.

It is impossible to make any estimates of losses or gains in 1920
because only a small )ortion'of the wool was sold by the end of
the year. In 1918 and 1919 the profits were $2.14 and $2.83 per
head, respectively, excluding interest, and $0.85 and $1.13 for the
same years with interest included in cost.

*The fi.urs given in the Summary Table showing the expenses per
poun(l of wool and per head of mutton and lambs are estimates derived
by allocating to each product a share of joint expenses based on the
rhtio of wooi receipts to mutton receipts. Therefore the figures show-
ing a ,'ost of about 35 cents a pound, exclusive of interest, and 45 cents
a pou.d, exclusive of interest, in 1918 and 1919, respectivelyare not
exact cost of wool but are that part of the total costs of the two
prorddcts which it seems fair to allocate to wool.

On the whole, the sheep industry seems to have been fairly pros-
perous during the years 1918 and 1919. No conclusion can be stated
as to financial outcome of the operations for 1920. It is clear,
however, that the cost of running sheep this year has been practically
the same as for the preceding two years and that the main items of
expense have not fallen in proportion to the fall in the prices of
wool and mutton. The sharp decline in wool and sheep values in
recent months is altogether abnormal, but the Tariff Commission's
investigation shows that at all times there are great variations in
earnings among flockmasters, not only in different years but also in
different parts of the range districts in the same year. In the nature
of the case there will always be a certain number of flocks scattered
through the country whose cost of maintenance is roughly equal to
or even greater than the receipts from them.

The Summary Table is fairly self-explanatory, but there are some
difficulties contained in it that should be pointed out before conclu-
sions are drawn from it. Certain items, often included in cost, are
not universally recognized as legitimate running expenses either by
accountants or by flockmasters. The most dubious of these items
are interest upon the total investment, the depreciation of the flock,
and sheep losses, both normal and abnormal.

Because of the many arguments both for and against including in-
terest in cost, no attempt is made to settle the question. but the figures
are presented both with interest included in and excluded from run-
ning expenses. It should not be forgotten, however, that if interest
on the total investment is included in expenses there is a hidden profit
involved which does not appear in the next profit column. All of
this hidden profit may or may not go to the flockmaster, depending
upon the amount of interest'which he has to pay on loans. Con-
versely, when profits are calculated with interest excluded from cost
they are greater than the true net income by the amount of interest
actually paid on borrowed funds.

No depreciation has been counted in the cost of production be-
cause under normal conditions the average age of the flock remains
unchanged from year to year by reason of the replacement by young
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stock of the old ewes sold and lost. From this it follows that so far
as this item alone is concerned the value of the sheep per head re-
mains the same throughout the year. Therefore to allow for a hypo-"
thetical depreciation either inexpenses or by reduction in the value
of the inventories is to provide for replacements twice, once in the
cost of rearing the replacement lambs (or purchasing young stock)
and again in the depreciation charge.

Sheep losses should not be added to expenses because they are auto-
matically taken care of in the changes in inventory values.

After the proper constituents of costs are determined another ques-
tion arises as to the allocation of them between the joint products
of wool and mutton. The method of allocating expenses ado ted
in this report is based upon the ratio of receipts from wool and trom
mutton. It. is admitted that such a division of expenses is arbitrary
and that the cost of wool so determined is only an approximation,
but it is one which seems to conform most closely with the common
bookkeeping practice of the flockmasters, which, after all, is a definite
fact. Moreover, if the comparative advantages of the various types
of sheep with respect to either wool or mutton characteristics are de-
termined, the division of expenses between the two products in direct
relation to the receipts from them seems the most logical method that
can be devised. •

The arithmetical errors involved in this method when applied to
the individual flocks are largely eliminated; by the fact first, that
changes in inventories are taken into consideration in determining
receipts and expenditures, and second, that each state is considered I
as a unit. Therefore individual variations are largely offset against
each other.

INTRODUCTORY.

The discussion of the data upon the cost of producing wool and
mutton is divided into two parts. Part I consists of cost and price
tables accompanied by a brief statement, (a) of the form of the
tables and the derivation of the figures in various columns, and (b)
of the significance of certain facts and figures presented. Part II
takes up in detail some controversial questions as to the reltion of
interest, depreciation, and sheep losses to the cost of production, and
also the distribution of expenses between wool and mutton.

PART I.

The cost figures presented in this part (Tables I and II) are the
result of an investigation by the Tariff Commission, conducted in
1918, 1919, and 1920, partly by field work and partly by scheduled
reports. In 1918, 92 companies are represented, in 1919, 46 com-
panies, and in 1920, 38 companies. The number of sheep for which
reports were received in each year is indicated in the tables. The
data for 1910 were compiled from a report on Schedule K made
by the Tariff Board and published in 1912.1

The figures in the tables are given by States and by averages for
the whole range district. In some cases those for a particular State

I Wool and Manufactures of Wool-Report of the Tariff Board on Schedule K, vol. 2,
pt. 2.
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are not typical of conditions there, but the discrepancies are due to
an insufficient number'of reports. In one case-that of Arizona-
the reports received were so few for both 1919 and 1920 that they
were not considered typical of conditions in that State, and they
have been omitted from the State tabulation. They are included,
however, in the general average for all States.

Before discussing the table in detail a word is necessary in regard
to the comparability of the figures in 1910 with those for 1918, 1919,
and 1920. For comparative purposes the data published by the
Tariff Board were modified to comply with the premises upon which
the present costs are based. The most important change in the
figures for 1910 is made necessary by the different methods used in
distributing the expenses to wool and mutton. The Tariff Board
obtained the cost of wool by deducting the receipts for mutton from
total expenses whereas the present report distributes joint expenses
according to the ratio of wool to mutton receipts (by States). In
order to make the two sets of figures comparable State ratios for wool
and mutton receipts are calculated for 1910 and applied to the joint
expenses by States.

The figures for 1910 include 13 per cent of the value of the flock
for depreciation and losses, but neither of these items is included in
the 1918 or 1919 costs. This difference in practice does not render
the figures incomparable, however, for reasons explained below in
the discussion of depreciation and replacements. Briefly stated, the
reasoning runs to the effect that if lambs replace the losses and sales
of old stock (the method used in determining costs for 1918 and
1919) no account should be taken of them in the books because the
depreciation and losses will automatically enter into the expense
account through the expense of rearing replacement lambr. If, how-
ever, the value of all lambs is counted in receipts, whether sold or
not (the practice followed by the Tariff Board in 1910), the value of
replacement lambs must be charged back to expenses, and if this
entry takes the form of a depreciation charge practically the same
result. is accomplished as if no record were made in the income and
expense account for the value of lambs held.

One slight difference in the figures for 1910 as compared with
recent years is the fact that rent of land is charged in 1910 in lieu
of interest on land. For this reason it is impossible to show the
figures for that year with the capital charges excluded from cost.
However, the figures shown with interest included in cost for all
years are comparable.

A further difference in the figures for the two periods grows out
of the treatment of inventories. The Tariff Board used the inven-
tory at the beginning of the year only and counted the lamb crop
(whether sold or not) as receipts, 'whereas the present report con-
siders both inventories and carries the changes in inventory values
(due to changes in the number of sheep only) over into the income
and expense account. These differences, however, are hot great
enough to render comparisons misleading, and perhaps they are no
greater than the discrepancies in figures submitted by individual
owners whose records often a're only approximately correct.

One point that must be kept in mind in drawing conclusions from
the expenses of running sheep for 1918, 1919, and 1920 is the fact
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that in the general averages for the range States as a whole and in
the figures for some particular States there is a small expense item
added-to cover the decrease in inventory values, based on a decrease
in the number of sheep only. It is necessary to take into consider-
ation net changes in inventory if a true profit or loss for the year
is calculated, but when the decreases, if any, are added to cost the
expelhse account is inflated by so much. If, for example, a man sold
all his sheep at the end of the year his profits would be determined
by deducting the loss in inventory (value of the flock) plus running
expenses, from the total receipts, but his expenses would consist only
of such items as labor, feed, etc., and would not include the inventory
value of the sheep sold. All this is a commonplace of bookkeeping,
but unless it is kept in mind the expense column in the tables may
be misleading. This.error is not involved in the estimated cost of
wool, because in the allocation of expenses to wool and mutton the
decreases in inventory, if any, are charged to mutton and lambs only,
to offset the receipts from the sale of sheep which presumably caused
the reduction in inventory.

(See Tables I and II opposite this page.)
Three outstanding features characterize the data in Tables I and

II. The first is the great increase in receipts, costs, and expenses in
1918, 1919, and 1920 over 1910; the second feature is the remarkable
similarity of costs in 1918, 1919, and 1920; and the third point of
interest is the great diversity in costs in these latter years when each
State rather than the whole range territory is taken as the unit.

The first two points are best indicated by reference to Table I.
The aggregate for all States: The first item to which attention is di-
rected is the number of sheep for which reports were received in
each year. The number for 1910 is the total of the inventories at the'
beginning of the year. The numbers for the subsequent years are
the average of the first and last inventories of each year. This dif-
ference in methods of tabulating inventories has some significance
when unit costs per head are calculated.

Another item of some importance is that of the average weight
of the fleece for the various years (column 4). In this column it is
shown that the average weight in recent years is something over 8
pounds, as compared with about 6 pounds for 1910. It is not cer-
tain, however, that these averages are reliable. Reports were re-
ceived for a smaller number of sheep in the Southern Range States
in the later years than were reported in 1910. For this reason the
averages for the last three years are probably too high to be repre-
sentative of the whole industry.

In column 5 the sheep investment per head is shown. This figure
for 1918, 1919, and 1920 is from two and a half to three times hiaher
than in 1910.

Columns 6, 13, and 18 represent the avera'- receipts per head of
sheep, the average receipts per pound of wool, and the receipts for
mutton and lambs, not per head of sheep sold but per head of sheep
in the flock.

An important omission is found in the absence of receipts for 1920.
None are tabulated whatever in this table, because very few com-
panies reported any sale of wool and many showed no receipts from
the sale of lambs.
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Especial attention is directed to columns 7 and 8-the expenses )er

head of sheep with interest at 6 per cent on the total investment in-
cluded in cost (column 7), and with all interest and capital charges
excluded from cost (column 8). From these columns it will be seen
that costs with interest included were something over three times
higher in recent years than in 1910. As explained above, the figures
for 1910, with interest excluded from cost, are not available: or,
rather, the rent of land in 1910 can not be segregated. The expenses
for. the last three years, exclusive of interest, run remarkably close
together-$6.64 per\head in 1918, $6.84 in 1919. and $6.79 in 1920.
From these two columns of expenses the importance of the interest
charge is seen to be almost decisive. In 1918 the imputed interest
was $1.30 per head and in 1919 and 1920 it was $1.70 and $1.61, re-
spectively.

The next columns-9 and 10-in which are shown the profits, are
equally important. With interest included in cost practically no
profits were shown in. 1910-about 1 cent per head. In 1918 they
were 84 cents, and in 1919 they were $1.13. Excluding interest from
cost, they were $2.14 and $2.83, respectively, in the latter years. The
profit columns for 1920 are blank because adequate data on receipts
could not be obtained. It should be remembered that neither of these
profit colums shows a true net income because there is an amount for
interest actually paid on loans which has not been taken into con-
sideration in calculating these profits. The column of profits cal-
culated with interest included in cost is less than the true net in-
come per head, and the column with interest excluded from cost is
greater than the net income by the amount of the actual interest paid
&Ai loans. The actual interest charges were not obtained for 1918,
but they were 48 cents in 1919 and 33 cents in 1920 per head of
sheep for the whole range district. A further point of some im-
portance in its relation to the advisability of including interest in
cost is the fact that in 1910, when it is so included, the profits are
reduced to nothing. That is to say, in normal times imputed interest
charges necessarily tend to offset the profits.

Columns 11 and 12 show a ratio of woo, to mutton and lamb re-
ceipts. From these figures no fundamental change since 1910 with
respect to these ratios can be certainly detected.

Columns 14 to 17, inclusive, showing the expenses and profits per
pound of wool, must be considered in the nature of estimates be-
cause of the distribution of joint expenses between wool and mutton.
The general expenses are distributed to the two products in propor-
tion to receipts from each for the range district as a whole (by
States in Table II). It seems a remarkable coincidence that the
estimated expenses for wool in 1918 and 1919 would be almost iden-
tical-45 cents per pound in each t se, including interest in cost, and
about 36 and 37 cents excluding interest from cost. The former
figures are almost exactly three times the estimated expenses for wool
in 1910. The receipts for wool (column 13) are accurate, but the
estimated profits per pound-about 17 cents in each year-are sub-
ject to any inaccuracy in the estimation of wool expenses.

Because the same allocation of joint costs was necessary the ex-
penses and profits on mutton and lambs, per head of sheep in flock,
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are no more or no less accurate than similar items for wool per
pound. It will be observed in the notes to the tables, however, that
the. expenses for mutton and lambs include the net decrease in in-
ventory for the last of the year, as compared with the first inven-
tory. This charge is allocated exclusively to mutton and lambs, be-
cause in the absence of abnormal losses the decrease in inventories is
due to abnormal sales of sheep. This item amounts to 7 to 10 per
cent of the total expenses in the three years under consideration.

Columns 23 to 29, inclusive, give the details of expenses per head
of sheep. Labor runs around 30 per cent of the total cost; feed, 17 to
20 per cent; .miscellaneous about 15 per cent; and imputed interest
about the same as feed-1l to 20 per cent.

The receipts, costs, and profits by States Table II, are much less
typical of a given State than are those in Table I for the whole dis-
trict. Obvious discrepancies are pointed out in footnotes under each
State. Almost the only important purpose the State tables serve is to
show the possibilities of variation in receipts, costs, and profits in the
sheep industry, not Only with respect to different years, but for the
same year in different localities. In Colorado, for example, in 1918
the total flocks reporting showed an average loss of 47 cents per head
with interest excluded from cost. In Montana, in 1919, there was an
average gain of only 12 cents per head with interest excluded from
cost, but a loss of about $2.25 with interest included in cost. On the
other hand, in 1919, Colorado shows a gain of about $4.50 per head
with interest excluded, and New Mexico shows the abnormal profits
of about $13 per head. These figures are obviously not typical of
the States as a whole, but the discrepancies are ironed out, as it were,
in the average figures for the whole range States. The great varia-
tions are important, however, as showing the ups and downs of the
sheep industry, and it is in the light of these possible variations that
the State tables should be examined.

PART II.

DETAILS OF EXPENSES.

There are three items usually regarded as expenses that are espe-
cially troublesome in their application to the sheep industry. These
are (1) interest, (2) depreciation of the flock, and (3) sheep losses,
both normal and unusual winter or disease losses. There is much
difference of opinion among sheep raisers in regard to these factors
and the items are so largp that theft deserve special consideration.
Frequently the inclusion of these items in the expense account, or
even any one of them, turns an apparent profit into a loss on the
books of the operator. For this reason they are taken up in detail in
the order named.

INTEREST.

An argument often advanced for including interest upon the
owners' investment in cost of production is the fact that interest on
bonds, mortgages, and loans is a part of fixed charges and that no
distinction should be made between this interest and that calculated
upon the capital invested by the owner. It is true no distinction

'I
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should be made in this respect among the various equities in the
business whether they belong to the legal owner or to his creditors,
but this argument is not pertinent to the subject. Liability items on
the balance sheet are not the proper basis for reckoning interest, but
rather the value of the productive assets should be used regardless
of the source of the funds with which they were purchased. The
validity of the interest charge stands or falls'by other arguments than
the distinction between owned and owed money, and it is to these
artunents that attention is now directed.

Fundamentally, in a competitive regime, interest upon the capi-
tal invested in a business is as much a part of the cost of produc-
tion as any other item of expense, such as the cost of labor or raw
material. A true definition of costs should include all items of
expense which must be reimbursed in the market price in order to
keep up the supply of goods. If a man does not get his interest
back on the capital invested he will, in the long run, withdraw from
that particular field, and the supply of goods will be reduced as
surely as if the prices did not remunerate the direct labor expended
upon them.

It will be observed that this conclusion is based upon the assump-
tion of alternate uses for land or capital. If, however, the land
can be used only for one purpose the interest upon its value is not
necessarily a .part of the cost. In Australia, for example, a large
amount of the grazing area may be valuable only for sheep range,
whereas in the United States most of the land values may be based
unon the alternate uses for cattle raising or agricultural pursuits.
Under such conditions comparative costs, which include interest on
the value of the land, do not represent the respective competitive
positions of the different countries.

If there is an alternate use for the land the sheep will be taken off
it when falling prices reduce 'the income to the point where a re-
turn is yielded just under the value of the land for other purposes;
but, if the land is valuable for running sheep only, the flocks will
not be greatly reduced under falling prices until the imputed rent
(or interest) on the land falls to zero.2

Another important reason for including interest in the cost of
production is for purposes of comparing different productive meth-
ods which require different amounts of capital investment. A true
comparison can not be made of the advantages of winter feeding as
compared with wintering on the open range, of shed lambing as
compared with range lambing, nor of the herding system as com-
pared with fenced pastures, unless consideration is given to the capi-
tal investment in the various kinds of equipment necessary under
these different conditions.

The interest upon the capital equipment becomes especially impor-
tant for tariff purposes when international cost comparisons are
under consideration. If, for example, the Australian flockmasters

2 An interesting point of tariff theory arises when a duty Is placed upon a commodity
produced upon land which has no other use. If interest on the value of such land Is
Included in cost the cost will change (so far as interest charges affect It) with each
change of the tariff rate. Applied to the particular case of the sheep Industry, where the
rane is chiefly useful for sheep grazing, the causal sequence runs as follows: A protective
tariff Increases the price of wool this in turn Increases th number of sheep raised, this
leads to a rise in the price of range land, from this we obtain a higher interest chargeand a conequent Increase in the cost of running sheep, and finally we come back to a
demand for higher duties to protect the industry against the rising costs.
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ran their sheep under different conditions from the United States
with respect to winter feeding, the shearing and classing of wool,
or the use of fences instead of herders, there is likely to be a dif-
ference in the necessary capital investment per head of sheep in the
two countries, which must be equalized by interest charges in the
cost of producing wool and mutton. I

These general arguments for including interest in cost are cogent
and in some cases unanswerable, especially if the values of land and
capital are fairly settled and if there is a ready market for them. In
the particular case of the sheep industry, however, under the condi-
tions prevailing in the Rocky Mountain 'States, there are many ob-
jections to including interest in cost, some of which grow out of
practical difficulties of valuation while others are more fundamental
from the economic point of view.

In most of the range States the value of the land is impossible of
accurate ascertainment. The original purchase price of it is no
criterion because often that was little or nothing. The present
market value is uncertain because in many localities the rknch is fit
for sheep raising only, and may be so remote from settlement that
no market value can be stated. A further complication in valuing
it is the certainty or uncertainty of a hinterland, of free range, or of
access to the national forests. In many cases the tracts owned are
merely the strategic points on the range. A meadow here, a fertile
valley there, a water hole or a trail to the National Forests in an-
other place, are the several bases of a successful business. How
valuable all of these are depends upon the shifts in the tide of settle-
ment.

Still other uncertainties of land values result from the variations
in rainfall. Over a large part of several range States there have been
three dry years in succession and land worth $15 an acre some years
ago is now deserted. Uncertainties 'of irrigation projects are also
disturbing factors in valuation.

It may be objected that although land values and therefore in-
terest charges can not be determined with accuracy, nevertheless a
flat valuation for all producers could be assumed and the interest
charge made on this basis. Inasmuch, however, as the interest charge
is made primarily to equalize differences in cost growing out of
differences in the capital investment nothing would be gained by
introducing this arbitrary and hypothetical item of expense.

The practical objection to including interest upon the values of
buildings and equipment used in the sheep industry is similar to
that of including interest on land. Not only is it difficult to deter-
mine these values because of the uncertainties of the cost when
they were new, their depreciation, and the cost of replacement,
but their values are almost necessarily included in the value of the
land and no distinction between the two kinds of investment can
safely be drawn.

The case of interest upon sheep investment likewise shows a diffi-
culty in the application of theory to fact. If one is interested in
the question of relative values of range and blooded sheep, for
example, an important item in the'comparison is the interest upon
the heavy investment in blooded stock. Moreover, the additional
sheds and other equipment necessary to keep pure or relatively pure
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stock involves a capital investment that must be reflected in the ex-
pense account by an interest charge. In actual practice, however, it
is found that the value of the flocks is quite uncertain. Not only
is it a question of relative value of range and blooded stock, but the
value of the same kind of sheep in a given locality is difficult to deter-
mine because of uncertain range conditions on the one hand and
the lack of a stable market on the other. A variation of 50 per cent
in the market price of the flock during the year is not uncommon.
Therefore an interest charge based on market valuation is necessarily
arbitrary, and a flat valuation for all sheep is useless for comparative
purposes.

In addition to these practical objections to including interest in
cost there are more fundamental objections which must be taken into
consideration. The first and most important of these is that the
value of sheep and the valui of land rise as profits increase, and any
interest charge on them included in cost automatically tends to wipe
out the profits. In the lonf run it may be, presumed that the sheep
industry will yield only a '"fair" or "normal " return on the invest-
ment, and if interest on this investment is included in cost profits will
be reduced to something near zero. In other words, no matter how
great the net income per head of sheep may be, the value of the
sheep, and to a lesser degree the value of the land on which they are
run, will increase to such an extent that the "fair" or "normal"
interest on these values will absorb the net income. From this it
follows that if net income is to be determined no interest charge on
assets should be included in cost.

These arguments in regard to including interest in the cost of
production leave some doubt as to the proper procedure, if the
opposed arguments seem equally cogent. F or this reason some
application of them for )articular purposes is necessary. In the
first place, if the question is one of the comparative advantages of
running sheep as compared with other live stock, or of producing
grain crops, interest upun the necessary investment should be in-
cluded in cost in both cases in order to determine the balance of gain.
On the other hand, if the net profits in a given industry (for income-
tax purposes, for example) are the subject of consideration no inter-
est charge on capital assets should be included in cost.

These alternatives are fairly clear but more difficult questions arise
with respect to interest in connection with tariff problems. In any
comparison of international costs, such as the cost of running sheep
in Australia as compared with the United States, the interest on
some of the assets should be included under certain conditions, un-
less practical difficulties of valuation render the charge uncertain.
The two limiting expressions-" some of the assets" ;1 "under
certain conditions "-deserve some explanation. In general, the in-
terest on permanent equipment, such as buildings and fences, should
always be included in cost when international comparisons are being
made. The herding system in the United States, for example, with
its heavy labor charge, can not be compared with the paddock sys-
tem of Australia without including interest in the cost of fences.
On the other hand, the interest on the value of the sheep should never
be included in cost in this comparison because their value in each
country will be a result of the profitableness of the industry, and to
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include normal interest would wipe out the profits in each case and
no comparison would be possible.

The case of land is not so clear. If the land is useful in each coun-
try for sheep raising only, no interest on its value should be included
in the cost, because, like the price of sheep, its value will rise and fall
with the profits of the industry and interest charges will render com-
parison useless. If, on the other hand, the land has an alternate use
in-either country the interest on the value for the alternate use must
be included if the true competitive position in each case is to be de-
termined. If land in the United States, for example, is worth $10
per acre for cattle raising, the American sheep producer will take
his flocks off the range in face of competition when the land fails
to earn the interest on its value for cattle.

REPLACEMENT AND DEPRECIATION OF THE FLOCK.

The relation of replacement to the depreciation of the flock is
even more important for cost purposes than the problem of interest
charges. Many men believe that 15 or 20 per cent of the value of
the flock should be charged to expenses each year because of a de-
preciation due to age, regardless of how replacements are made or
whether made at all. A charge of this magnitude at the value of
sheep in 1919 would overshadow most other items of expense and
deserves careful consideration in any cost study of thi sheep industry.

Various methods of sheep husbandry with respect to replacement
;f the flock determine the proper treatment of depreciation. In
the majority of cases the flocks are replaced by lambs, usually reared
but sometimes purchased, and it is to this method of replacement that
attention is chiefly directed in discussing the problem of deprecia-
tion. The usual discussion of the question is to the effect that de-
preciation upon the flock is as legitimate a charge to the cost of pro-
ducing wool and mutton, as is the charge for depreciation upon
buildings and machinery in a manufacturing plant. It a machine
has a probable age of 10 years, 10 per cent of its value should be
charged to the cost of production annually. So likewise runs the
argument if a ewe is worth only one-half as much at 7 years as at 2
years of age, 10 per cent of her value should be writtenkoff annually
for depreciation.

This line of reasoning seems to lead to an inevitable conclusion, but
fortunately for the success of the sheep industry the analogy is false.
A flock of sheep, unlike a manufacturing plant, is a perpetual organ-
ism in that as the old sheep die or are sold a portion of the lambs
are added annually to take their place. A true industrial analogy
is that of the great railway system. If the system is composed of
a sufficiently large number of replaceable units there is no need for
a depreciation reserve over and above the.annual replacements actu-
ally made. If engines and cars are purchased annually as required,,
if rails, ties, and stations are replaced as worn out, the value of the
system as a whole never depreciates so far as its physical condition
alone is concerned

As a matter of fact all railways do keep a depreciation reserve under the rules of the
interstate Commerce Commission, but replacements are charged to this reserve instead of
directly to expenses--a legitimate bookkeeping device by which annual charges to profit
and loss for replacement are uniform. In the case of a flock of sheep this scheme can not
be applied because the cost of replacements (rearing the lambs) can not be separated
from the other expenses of running the flock.
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Similarly the physical condition of the flock of sheep is unchanged

from year to year if young sheep are added to it as the old ones are
culled out. In this case the expense of replacements is obviously
included in the expense of rearing the lambs and to make an addi-
tional charge for depreciation is to provide for replacement twice.
Therefore, the very expression "depreciation of the flock because of
age" is wrong, for if lambs replace the old ewes lost or sold the
average age of the flock does not change from year to year.

If replacement lambs are purchased instead of reared their cost
should be charged to expenses because none of the expenses of rear-
ing lambs are for the benefit of the flock, but are incurred exclusively
for market lambs. This method of replacement involves no de-
preciation, however, and none usually is made by the men who re-
place their flocks in this manner.

There are cases in which a depreciation charge is justifiable, how-
ever, one of which is the practice in some localities of buying a
whole flock of young stock and holding them three or four years for
the wool. Whether the entire flock is sold as old stock after several
years or whether it is replaced from the lamb crop as it becomes old,
there is a deiprii ation in the value of the flock for a number of years
which si ould te reflected in the expense account by a depreciation
charge. That is to say, the average age of the flock is greater each
year until it is sold or until the replacement with young stock brings
the average age to a constant figure each year.

The method of treating depreciation in the report of the Tariff
Board in 1912 deserves special consideration. Under the title of
"Inventories and Depreciation" the report says in part:

The value of the stock on hand at the beginning of the fiscal year as re-
ported by the owner has been accepted.

It has been assumed that, on an average, after producing five lambs a
ewe will Ie replaced and that she Is then worth about one-half as much as at
two years. Therefore, a depreciation of 10 per cent has been allowed for
breeding ewes * * * For breeding ramin9 * * * a 25 per cent depre-
elation has been allowed.

From this passage alone it seems that the present method of ex-
cluding depreciation from cost is exactly the opposite of the practice
of the Tariff Board. As a matter of fact, however, because of cer-
tain assumptions which do not appear in this quotation the board
was correct in their treatment of depreciation and sheep losses. It
will be observed from the quotation that only one inventory-that
of the beginning of the year-is taken into consideration by the
board. Furthermore, in the discussion of receipts it is explained
that they include the value of all lambs raised regardless of whether
they are sold or not. From this it follows that the receipts from
the flock are greatly increased over what they would be if only
surplus lambs were included in receipts.

Offsetting these high receipts there must be a charge for replacing
the flock. Perhaps the best way to do this would be to charge back
to expenses the value of the lambs held. In lieu of this charge,
however, the Tariff Board counted annually 13 per cent of the value
of the flock for depreciation and losses-a method that in the long
run is not in error.

4 Report of Tariff Board, Schedule K, p. 10.
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In the present discussion, as will be shown in more detail below
both inventories, the beginning and end of the year are considered
and only the net changes in the inventories are carried over into
receipts or expenses. Therefore, if the lambs exactly replace the
ewes sold or lost, no account is taken of them either in receipts or
expenses, and the same result is obtained as if the value of all lambs
were credited to receipts, and a depreciation charge were made to
expenses equivalent to the value of the necessary replacement lambs.

In theory, then, at least the final cost figures in the Tariff Board's
report and in the present report are comparable so far as depreciation
is concerned, but in actual practice the present method of considering
inventory values at the beginning and end of the year rather than
only one inventory, with the value of all lambs included as receipts,
is more accurate and better accounting practice.

SHEEP LOSSES IN RELATION TO COSTS.

The question of sheep losses is perhaps even more important,
especially in some localities, than the problem of depreciation. It
seems obvious to most sheep owners that their costs are greatly
increased when a blizzard catches a flock on the range and destroys a
large portion of it or when predatory animals raid it or whenever
any one of a dozen other catastrophes that may occur depletes or
almost wipes out the flock.

.It is indeed true that all of these losses must be accounted for in
determining the cost of wool and mutton, but they should not be
included in expenses merely by an arbitrary book entry. Like the
case of depreciation from age, there are several questions involved in
the problem which require analysis.

In the first place, lamb losses give some difficulty because of the
confusion between losses at lambing time and those that occur during
the summer and fall. Most men are inclined to say that lambs lost
in the lambing season are not cost items, but that losses on the range
are properly chargeable to expenses.

Obviously such a distinction can not be made because no line can
be drawn between the two periods. Any attempt to differentiate
them is likely to lead to the -absurdity that a lamb is not a lamb until
it is 5, 10, or 30 days old, depending upon the judgment of the book-
keeper.

As a matter of fact, lambing losses are not chargeable to cost.
They are a reduction of the income from the flock rather than a posi-
tive expense. If a man obtains a 60 per cent lamb crop his expenses
are no larger than if he obtained a 90 per cent yield. but his returns
are reduced in the sane sense as if he has but a 60 per cent (or nor-
mal) wool clip.

The same reasoning applies to lamb losses during the summer and
fall. If, at the end of the season, only 900 lambs return from the
range instead of a normal number of 1,000, the expected income from
them is reduced 10 per cent, but this loss is not chargeable to expense
because it is obvious that misfortune should not be multiplied (on
the books) by charging the value of the lambs lost to expenses when
the losses already have cut down the expected receipts.

If it be admitted that lamb losses are not chargaeable to expenses
there remains the further question of the losses of mature sheep.
The lamb crop is considered an income item, a yield or return from
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the capital invested in the flock, but once the lamb account, or a por-
tion of it represented by replacement lambs is closed into the sheep
account, new problems seem to arise with respect to losses. Those
problems largely grow out of the conventions of bookkeeping, how-
ever, rather than out of fundamental differences between losses of
lambs and mature sheep.
. The proper accounting methods with respect to mature sheep has
been covered, by implication at least, in the discussion of replace-
ment and depreciation. If 10 per cent of the ewes are lost each year
and are replaced by lambs there should be no book entry for this loss
because it is made good in the expenses of rearing replacement lanbs
and to add the loss to expenses counts it twice. No distinction in this
respect should be made between depreciation and death due to age.
Whether a ewe has depreciated until she has a cull value of $3 or
has died and has a pelt value of $2 makes a difference of $1 in the
receipts, but no difference whatever in the expenses of running the
flock.

It may be admitted that normal losses of mature sheep are not
chargeable to the expense account, but the problem of abnormal losses
from blizzards disease or starvation may be troublesome to the ac-
countant as well as to the owner of the flock. It seems quite obvious
that calamitous losses of these kinds add to the cost of producing
wool and mutton in this country, and therefore should be included
in the expense account of individual producers. So they should in
the long run, but probably not in the expenses for any one year. An
analogy to heavy sheep losses is a loss by fire or explosion in a manu-
facturing plant. A fire loss may amount to 50 per cent of the total
value of assets and three or four times the net earnings for the year,
yet dividends may properly be paid out of the proceeds of the year's
operation. The conventional method of treating such a disaster is
to charge off only a portion of the fire loss to expenses each year
until it finally is eliminated from the books. So likewise should
heavy sheep losses be written off, a portion each year, imtil the de-
crease in capital assets is made good out of earnings.5

METHODS OF RECORDING REPLACEMENT81 DEPRECIATION, AND SHEER
LOSSES ON THE BOOK.

To one not familiar with bookkeeping, it may seem a diffeult task-
to cover, in the cost records, the various assumptions discussed above-
in regard to replacements, depreciation, and loses As a matter of
fact, however the accounting is relatively simple, so far at least, as
the number of entries is concerned and, without explaining in detail
the reasons for each step, the bookkeeping methods with respect to,
the items under consideration may be outlined as follows:

1. If sales of old stock and losses are annually replaced by the
addition of young stock, the inventory value per head should be the
same at the end of the year as at the beginning because the average
age of the sheep is unchanged.

2. If market prices are tending upward or downward year by
year, a revaluation should be made the first of each year to conform

5 In the prest Investigation .practically no unusual 'loses wat reported. Therefore,

this complication does notaffect the cost tables in this report.
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somewhat. to market conditions. An inventory surplus or deficit
,account should be created in the balance sheet to offset the change in
capital assets.

3. If for any reason the herd is allowed to deteriorate from age,
a depreciation charge should be made to expense or it should be made
clear that some of the sales (if no replacements are made to offset
them) are a return of capital invested instead of a true income from
the'flock.

From these rules it follows, except in case 3 above, that any
change in inventory will be due to changes in the number of sheep
only and not to a change in the value per head. Any change in the
value of the flock therefore, is a true loss or gain andas such should
be carried over in the profit and loss account.

A decrease in inventory, however, should not be charged to ex-
penses, when the cost of running the flock rather than the net profits
Js the subject of consideration.,'

DIVISION OF EXPENSES BETWEEN WOOL AND MUTTON.

One of the most'difficult problems to be solved in this investigation
is the division of expenses between wool and mutton. With the ex-
ception of the cost of shearing and a few incidental expenses for wool
only, all the expenses of running the flock are joint costs, charge-
able both to wool and to marketable sheep. Strictly speaking, there-
fore, there is no such thing as the cost of wool as a separate product.
In all cases it is an estimated or attributed cost. This point must
never, be lost sight of in any discussion of the cost of wool in its re-
lation to the tariff problems. Positive statements about its costs are

,convenient modes of expression, but are' no more accurate than the
premises upon which they are based.

If all costs for the several products of the herd-wool, lambs,
-ewes, and pelts-are estimates, the basis of the estimations or alloca-
tions is a matter of prime importance.

For the purposes of the present inquiry, wool and mutton are con-
sidered true joint products, and as such should share expenses jointly.
The particular method of distributing expenses between them that
has been adopted is based on the ratio of receipts from one to those
from the other. If, for example, receipts from wool are 60 points
and the receipts-from mutton 40 points, the wool is ci.argcd with 60
per cent of expenses anti mutton with 40 per cent of them.

One apparent ra her than real objection to this method of dis-
tributing expenses between wool and mutton is based upon the fact
that there are treat differences in the ratio of receipts for the' two
products according to whether the lambs are added to the flock or are

-sold and whether many or few mature sheep are sold. This objection is
met, first, by the fact that increases and decreases of inventories are
taken into consideration in figuring receipts and expenses. and,
second, that the individual flock is not the unit in the cost tables. but
rather each State is considered as a whole in calculating the ratio
of wool and mutton receipts. In this manner accidental variations
from the normal relation between the receipts for the two products
are largely eliminated.

* For a further discussion of this point, see p. 24.
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